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In mice, the caller’s production of social vocalizations has been extensively studied
but the effect of these vocalizations on the listener is less understood, with playback
studies to date utilizing one vocalization category or listeners of one sex. This study
examines how several categories of mouse vocalizations affect listeners of both sexes to
better understand the communicative functions of these vocal categories. We examined
physiological and behavioral responses of male and female CBA/CaJ mice to playback
of four social vocalization categories: ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs), low-frequency
harmonic calls, mid-frequency vocalizations, and noisy calls. Based on the conditions
under which these calls are emitted, we hypothesized that playback of these vocal
categories would have differential effects on the listeners. In females, playback of all four
vocalization categories increased stress hormone levels (corticosterone), but only the
non-USV categories increased corticosterone in males. The magnitude of corticosterone
increase in non-USV trials was greater in females than in males. In open field tests, all
four vocal categories decreased central ambulation in males and females, indicating
an increase in anxiety-related behavior. Further, we found that the proportions of USVs
emitted by subjects, but not their overall calling rates, were affected by playback of some
vocal categories, suggesting that vocalization categories have different communication
content. These results show that, even in the absence of behavioral and acoustic
contextual features, each vocal category evokes physiological and behavioral responses
in mice, with some differences in responses as a function of the listener’s sex and
playback signal. These findings suggest that at least some of the vocal categories have
distinct communicative functions.

Keywords: anxiety, communication, corticosterone, mouse, stress, ultrasonic, vocalization, low frequency

INTRODUCTION

The social vocalizations of mice, like those of humans and other vertebrates, reflect the internal
state of the sender and influence the internal state and behavior of the listener. There has been
an extensive study in mice of the caller’s production of vocalizations, focusing on the behavioral
contexts within which the vocalizations are emitted (Nyby, 1983; Maggio and Whitney, 1985;
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Holy and Guo, 2005; Wang et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2008;
Grimsley et al., 2011, 2016; Hanson and Hurley, 2012; Sangiamo
et al., 2020) and how vocal behavior is altered by internal state
(Gaub et al., 2016; Grimsley et al., 2016; Demir et al., 2020)
and in disease models (Scattoni et al., 2008; Wöhr et al., 2011;
Belagodu et al., 2016). However, few studies have examined the
effect of mouse vocalizations on the listener. Playback studies
to date are limited in number and scope, mostly utilizing one
vocalization category (Chen et al., 2009; Hammerschmidt et al.,
2009) or only male (Grimsley et al., 2013) or female listeners
(Pomerantz et al., 1983; Hammerschmidt et al., 2009; Asaba
et al., 2017). This study examines physiological and behavioral
responses to four categories of mouse vocalizations in both males
and females, to better understand the communicative functions
of these vocal categories.

Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs), the most common category
emitted by adultmice, have a fundamental frequency greater than
20 kHz (Figure 1A) and a variety of spectrotemporal patterns
that range from simple to complex (Sales née Sewell, 1972;
Holy and Guo, 2005; Portfors, 2007; Hammerschmidt et al.,
2009; Musolf et al., 2010; Grimsley et al., 2011, 2016; Arriaga,
2014; Gaub et al., 2016). USVs are emitted in a broad range
of social contexts: by pups when isolated from their mothers
(Liu et al., 2003; Portfors, 2007; Grimsley et al., 2011), by
males and females during courtship and mating interactions
(Wang et al., 2008; Lahvis et al., 2011; Neunuebel et al.,
2015), and by males and females during voluntary interactions
with same-sex conspecifics (Moles et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2008; Grimsley et al., 2011). Evidence suggests that USVs
indicate a positive affective state in male callers (Wang et al.,
2008) but maybe stressful or associated with the negative state
for females during mating situations (Pomerantz et al., 1983;
Hammerschmidt et al., 2009; Chabout et al., 2015). USVs are thus
highly relevant communication calls for females that may elicit
behavioral and stress hormonal change. In males, the behavioral
or endocrine responses evoked by USVs in listening animals is
less clear.

Low-frequency harmonic calls (LFHs) are harmonic stacks of a
mostly flat frequency-time profile with fundamental frequencies
below 5 kHz (Figure 1B; Grimsley et al., 2011), audible to
humans as the mouse ‘‘squeak’’ (Williams et al., 2008). LFH calls
are emitted by females during mating when attacked or mounted
by males (Sales née Sewell, 1972, ‘‘audible cries’’; Grimsley
et al., 2013; Keesom and Hurley, 2016) and by both sexes in
response to acute pain (Williams et al., 2008), during fighting
(Gourbal et al., 2004), and during restraint stress (Grimsley et al.,
2016). Although most evidence suggests that LFHs indicate a
negative affective state in the caller, the effect for a listener
can be modulated by olfactory cues (Grimsley et al., 2013). We
hypothesized that outside of a mating context, LFH calls elicit
stress in male and female listeners.

Mid-frequency vocalizations (MFVs) were recently identified
by Grimsley et al. (2016). They are tonal vocalizations with
a fundamental frequency between 9 and 15 kHz (Figure 1C).
MFVs are typically emitted by mice undergoing several types of
restraint, where they comprise about 15% of vocalizations and
are associated with elevated stress levels (Grimsley et al., 2016).

Mouse responses to playback of the MFV have not been assessed;
we hypothesize that playback of the MFV evokes stress and is
aversive to mice.

Noisy calls. Noisy vocalizations are structured, usually,
frequency-modulated calls that span a wide frequency range
(10–120 kHz) and have chaotic elements (Figure 1D). They are
exclusively emitted by adults (Grimsley et al., 2011), frequently
during isolation (43% of vocalizations) but less commonly during
restraint (8%) or mating (1%; Grimsley et al., 2016). Grimsley
and colleagues suggest that, since they are emitted in isolation
and span a wide range of frequencies, noisy vocalizations may
be ‘‘seeking’’ signals. To our knowledge, noisy vocalizations have
not been used in playback studies. Since noisy vocalizations may
be an affiliative, ‘‘seeking’’ call, we hypothesized that playback
evokes stress in listening mice.

To test how these vocal categories affect internal state and
behaviors in mice, we presented simple elements of these
categories in males and females while monitoring corticosterone
levels, locomotor behavior, and vocal behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Subjects were sexually naïve, adult male (n = 12) and female
(n = 12) CBA/CaJ mice (JAXr; Bar Harbor, ME, USA), with
ages between P90 and P270. This strain is commonly used in
auditory research because these mice maintain normal hearing
thresholds throughout most of their lifespan (Ohlemiller et al.,
2010). Animals were pair-housed under a 12 h reverse light/dark
cycle (ZT0, 10 pm) and received food and water ad libitum. The
female estrous cycle was assessed visually on experiment days,
as described by Byers et al. (2012). All experiments took place
during the dark phase, between ZT15 and ZT17 (1:00–3:00 pm).
Mice were habituated to the testing room for 2 h before the first
experiment. All procedures were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at Northeast Ohio Medical
University (NEOMED).

Vocalization Stimuli
Vocalization stimuli were three typical exemplars from each of
four categories of social vocalizations (USV, MFV, LFH, Noisy;
Figure 1) obtained from mice in previous studies (Grimsley
et al., 2011, 2016). These recorded mice were unknown and not
closely related to the subjects of the current study. All vocal
exemplars were selected on the bases of their high signal-to-
noise ratios and statistical features, lying within one standard
deviation ofmean values for duration, harmonics, frequency, and
frequency modulation of all recorded syllables from adults for
the category. The USVs were recorded from three adult mice
(P90–P120) during male-female interactions before mounting
(Grimsley et al., 2011); they were likely emitted by males
(Wang et al., 2008). Bouts of USVs (Figure 1A) were selected
by the ‘‘virtual mouse vocal organ,’’ which created sequences
from pre-recorded tonal USVs in a pattern and with inter-
syllabus intervals that are typical for adult males (Grimsley
et al., 2011). LFHs were likely recorded from females during
mating, or during agitation (Grimsley et al., 2011). MFVs were
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FIGURE 1 | Vocalization stimuli used in the playback experiment. Three exemplars (labeled 1, 2, and 3) of each vocalization category were presented in
pseudorandom sequences throughout the playback period. (A) Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs), (B) low-frequency harmonic call (LFH), (C) mid-frequency
vocalization (MFV), (D) Noisy call.

recorded from 14 animals in a jacket restraint context (Grimsley
et al., 2016), while Noisy vocalizations were recorded from
animals in isolation (Grimsley et al., 2016). The sex of the
recorded mice who produced test MFV and Noisy calls is
not known.

Vocalization stimuli were played using a speaker (LCY-K100,
Ying Tai Audio Company, Hong Kong) located outside of a hole
in the side of the arena. Signals were compensated to account
for the high-frequency roll-off the speaker in use. All stimuli
were presented at a target level of ∼80 dB SPL (15 cm from
the speaker). For USVs, this is approximately 10 dB greater
than the level at which they are emitted during mating (Lahvis
et al., 2011). For non-USVs, this is about 10 dB less than
the level at which they are typically emitted in our laboratory
(unpublished data). The uniform peak sound level was chosen to
control for physiological or behavioral responses that could result
solely from sound level differences (Gadziola et al., 2016). Each
recorded exemplar contained a low level of background noise.
We place a 10-ms ramp at the beginning and end of the sound
files to ensure that no artifact was created by sudden onset of
the background noise. We observed no startle responses to these
stimuli, although animals would often orient toward the speaker
after sound onset. Animals were placed in the arena before the
onset of the sound stimulus. During experimental trials, the three
exemplars of a single vocalization category were played in a
pseudorandom order throughout the last 20 min of the session
(one exemplar every 4 s). Vocalizations were started 10 min after

mice were placed in the arena to avoid having the response to a
novel environment as a confounding factor. We did not include
a non-vocalization acoustic signal in our stimulus set because
the affective nature of such stimuli is uncertain and because
our focus was on a comparison of responses to the different
vocal categories.

Experimental Design
To assess physiological (hormonal), locomotive, and vocal
responses of mice to playback of four vocalization categories,
animals individually underwent six 30-min sessions (Figure 2)
in an open-field arena. The first session was the habituation
trial, in which an animal acclimated to the arena in the
absence of vocalization stimuli. Two days later, the animal
underwent the control trial, in which no vocal stimuli
were played. The animal’s baseline locomotive and vocal
behaviors and corticosterone levels were assessed at that time.
Three to five days later, the animal underwent the first
experimental trial, in which one of the four categories of
vocalizations was presented. During the session, the animal
underwent 10 min of acclimation, followed by 20 min
of playback. Three to five days after that, the animal
underwent the second experimental trial, in which a different
vocalization category was presented. This process was repeated
for the remaining two vocalization categories. The order in
which the experimental trials occurred was counterbalanced
across subjects.
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FIGURE 2 | Experimental design for playback experiment: Six 30-min trials of different types were experienced by each animal. The Red drop represents trials after
which blood was drawn. The Speaker symbol represents trials in which the animal was exposed to exemplars of the indicated vocalization category.

Arena
All experiments occurred within an opaque, white Plexiglasr

chamber (27.3 cm W × 27.3 cm D × 20.3 cm H) with a
transparent, colorless lid (ePlasticsr, San Diego, CA, USA;
Figure 3). The arena was housed within a sound-attenuating
chamber (Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, NY, USA) and
illuminated by dim red light (∼30 lux). There were two holes
(5.08 cm diameter) located in walls on opposite sides of the
arena at the approximate height of the mouse’s head: one for
the speaker to play the vocalization stimuli and the other for
a microphone to record the animal’s vocal behavior. The holes
were covered with a black metal mesh, so that both sides of the
arena were visually similar. Speaker and microphone placement
were interchanged between trials and the animal was placed in
the center of the arena at the start of each session. The arena was
cleaned with 70% EtOH between sessions.

Measurements and Analysis
Assessment of Anxiety-Related Behavior
Central ambulation, an inverse measure of anxiety-related
behavior, was assessed during the first 10 min of playback
of each vocalization category. Animal location and movement
were recorded with an overhead-mounted camera and then
analyzed using a custom-written DataWave experiment in a
semi-automated process (DataWave Videobench 7.0; DataWave
SciWorks, Loveland, CO, USA). The arena was first divided
into two equally sized zones, a square center and surrounding
perimeter (every 373 cm2), which were superimposed by the
investigator onto each recorded video. A cardboard template was
taped to the computer screen and used as a stencil for accurate
superimposition of the zone boundaries. The investigator then
selected a distinctly colored spot on the center of the animal’s
head, to be tracked by the program using color detection. An
automated process was used to track the amount of movement of
the selected spot within each of the zones during the first 10 min
of vocalization playback. The automated process converted the
distance traveled by the selected spot from pixels to centimeters.
The automated analysis was monitored by the investigator
throughout each trial to ensure accurate detection of the spot
on the animal’s head. All video files were analyzed by a single
investigator and all analyses for this study took place under
single-blind conditions. The proportion of central ambulation
was calculated by dividing the distance traveled in the center

FIGURE 3 | Open field arena to assess responses to vocalization playback.
(A) Microphone, (B) Video camera, (C) Speaker.

zone by the total distance traveled (the sum of distance traveled
in both zones) for a given trial. For each individual, central
ambulation during the first 10 min of vocalization playback in
experimental trials was compared to central ambulation during
the corresponding period in the no-sound control trial. This
measure was used because it controls for individual differences
in total ambulation. A lower proportion of central ambulation
indicates an increase in anxiety-related behavior (Kulesskaya and
Voikar, 2014).

Analysis of Vocal Behavior
Vocal behavior was recorded using an ultrasonic condenser
microphone (CM16/CMPA, Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin,
Germany) and was analyzed using Avisoft Bioacoustics SAS
lab software. Markers indicating the start and end of each
emitted vocalization and a label indicating the vocalization type
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(based on category descriptions by Grimsley et al., 2016) were
inserted manually. Data were then extracted automatically from
Avisoft for syllable duration, peak frequency, and the number of
instances of vocalization type. For the first 10 min of playback
in each trial, we assessed both the number of vocalizations
and the proportion of USVs emitted by experimental subjects
while listening to the playback. USV proportion, calculated by
dividing the number of USVs emitted by the total number of
vocalizations emitted, provided an additional measure of vocal
behavior beyond USV calling rate (e.g., Scattoni et al., 2008)
or the total number of vocalizations emitted (e.g., Grimsley
et al., 2016), including each of the non-USV social vocalizations
emitted by CBA/CaJ mice.

Plasma Corticosterone
Thirty minutes after vocalization stimulus onset, and at the
corresponding time point for the no-sound control trial,
animals were lightly anesthetized with 4% Isoflurane (Abbott
Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) and blood samples were
collected by a submandibular puncture. Blood samples were
allowed to clot at room temperature for 1 h and then were
centrifuged (3,500 rpm) at 4◦C for 1 h. The separated plasma
was stored at −80◦C until ready for assay (Jasnow et al., 2000).
The samples were diluted (1:100) and placed in a 70◦C water
bath for 1 h to separate corticosterone from corticosterone
binding globulin (J. Johnson, personal communication, June
6, 2018). Plasma corticosterone levels were determined using
Corticosterone Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA;
Enzor, Farmingdale, NY, USA) and were assessed at 450 nm
without correction. Higher corticosterone levels indicate greater
physiological stress (Ahn et al., 2016).

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses examined the effects and interactions
associated with the independent variables of trial type and sex.
The dependent variables were plasma corticosterone, central
ambulation, the total number of vocalizations emitted, and
USV proportion. P-values for the four main analyses (two-
way ANOVAs) were Bonferroni-corrected and were statistically
significant at α < 0.0125. All statistical analyses were conducted
in SPSS. Outliers were assessed with boxplot analysis. Data
points that were greater than 1.5 box-lengths from the edge
of the box were removed from that specific analysis. Due to
the repeated measures design, all other data for the ‘‘outlier’’
animals were removed from the same analysis. The data from
at most one animal were removed from each analysis; these are
indicated in the appropriate figure legends. To assess whether the
female estrous stage was associated with corticosterone, central
ambulation, or vocal behavior, we performed point biserial
correlations in SPSS. In all figures, error bars represent the
standard error of the mean (SEM).

RESULTS

These Results describe several measures of response to social
vocalizations in male and female mice. For each of the
four categories of social vocalizations, we describe how the

vocal stimulus affected plasma corticosterone levels, central
ambulation, and vocalizations by the listening mouse. We show
that: (1) there are sex differences in the plasma corticosterone
levels evoked by vocalization playback; (2) that all call types evoke
anxiety-like behavior in males and females; and (3) the vocal
behavior of both sexes differed depending on the vocalizations
being presented.

Plasma Corticosterone Levels
Plasma corticosterone, a physiological measure of stress, was
assessed after five trials: a no-sound control trial and four
vocalization playback trials (Figure 4). A two-way mixed
ANOVA yielded a significant interaction between trial type
and sex on corticosterone (F(4,84) = 5.19, p = 0.001, partial
η2 = 0.198), indicating that the physiological stress response to
the vocalization categories differed between males and females.
Simple main effects analysis revealed that USVs evoked an
increase in corticosterone from no-sound control in females
(p = 0.001), but not in males (p = 0.230). For females,
corticosterone increased from no-sound control for all four
vocalization categories (USV, p = 0.001; LFH, p = 0.031; MFV,
p = 0.001; Noisy, p < 0.001). For males, corticosterone increased
from no-sound control for LFH (p = 0.013), MFV (p = 0.004),
andNoisy (p = 0.046) categories. These results indicate that USVs
evoked physiological stress in females but not in males.

There was a main effect of sex (F(1,21) = 47.68, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.694), with females showing greater corticosterone
than males across all trials (p < 0.001). Interestingly, females
also showed a greater magnitude of corticosterone increase
from control for all four vocalization categories, relative to
males, (p < 0.05). Corticosterone was not affected by trial
order (p > 0.05) or by estrous stage in females (p > 0.05).
Corticosterone did not correlate with the total distance traveled
(p> 0.05), indicating that the stress response cannot be explained
by differences in total ambulatory activity.

Locomotory Behavior
Central ambulation, an inverse measure of anxiety-related
behavior, was assessed during five trials: a no-sound control trial
and four vocalization playback trials. An ‘‘anxious’’ mouse would
be expected to demonstrate lower central ambulation (Carola
et al., 2002; Seibenhener and Wooten, 2015). A significant main
effect of trial type on central ambulation indicated that anxiety-
related behavior differed between trial types (F(4,84) = 4.135,
p = 0.004, partial η2 = 0.165; Figure 5). Planned contrasts
revealed that playback of all vocalization categories decreased
central ambulation from control (USV > control, p = 0.009;
LFH > control, p = 0.012; MFV > control, p = 0.012;
Noisy > control, p = 0.011), indicating that all vocalization
categories increase anxiety-related behavior. There was not
a main effect of sex (after correcting p-values for multiple
comparisons), indicating that anxiety-related behavior did not
differ between males and females (F(1,21) = 4.772, p = 0.040,
partial η2 = 0.185). There was not a significant interaction of
trial type and sex (F(4,84) = 1.369, p = 0.252, partial η2 = 0.061),
indicating that anxiety-related behavior is not differentially
affected in males and females. Anxiety-related behavior was not
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FIGURE 4 | Plasma corticosterone levels in response to vocalization playback. All vocalization categories increased corticosterone in females, but only non-USV
categories increased corticosterone in males. Females had a greater plasma corticosterone concentration than males across trials, and the magnitude of increase
was greater in females than in males. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). Symbols for Figures 4–7: ∗differs from no-sound control, p < 0.05;
∧differs between sexes, p < 0.0125; # interaction between sex and trial type, p < 0.0125; unfilled black circles represent individual data points for males and females.
Black triangle indicates an outlier data point from one animal that was removed from this analysis; filled black circles represent non-outlier data from the same animal
that was also removed due to the repeated measures tests.

affected by trial order (p > 0.05) or by estrous stage in females
(p> 0.05).

Vocal Behavior
The analysis of vocal behavior was based on 31,984 total
vocalizations (17,137 for males and 14,847 for females). The total
number of vocalizations emitted, and therefore the vocalization
rate over 10 min, did not differ among trial types (F(4,84) = 0.609,
p = 0.657, partial η2 = 0.009) or between sexes (F(1,21) = 0.780,
p = 0.387, partial η2 = 0.024; Figure 6). However, there was a
significant main effect of trial type on the proportion of USVs
emitted by the listener (F(4,84) = 25.953, p < 0.001, partial
η2 = 0.553), indicating that vocal behavior differed across trial
types (Figure 7).

Planned contrasts revealed that during playback of LFHs,
both male and female subjects emitted an increased proportion
of USVs (p = 0.010). In contrast, during playback of MFVs,
both male and female subjects emitted a reduced proportion of
USVs (p < 0.001). This reduced USV emission was countered
by increased production of MFV calls. That is, both males
and females emitted a greater proportion of MFVs during the
MFV playback trial than in other trials. For males, 41.6% of all
vocalizations emitted in the MFV playback trials were MFVs,
compared to 18.4–30.4% in the other trials. For females, 41.3% of

all vocalizations emitted in the MFV playback trials were MFVs,
compared to 13.3–18.3% in the other trials.

Neither USVs nor Noisy playback had a significant effect
on USV proportion (p = 0.023 and p = 0.750, respectively),
after correcting the p-value for multiple comparisons (Figure 7).
There was no main effect of sex on emitted USV proportion
(F(1,21) = 0.906, p = 0.352, partial η2 = 0.041), indicating that USV
proportion did not differ between males and females. Further,
there was no significant interaction between sex and trial type
(F(4,84) = 1.797, p = 0.137, partial η2 = 0.079), indicating that USV
proportion is not differentially affected by playback of the four
vocalization categories in males and females. USV emission was
not affected by trial order (p> 0.05) or by estrous stage in females
(p> 0.05).

Overall, our sample size of non-USVs was not sufficiently
large to perform post hoc analyses comparing the emission of
each of the four vocalization categories in the four vocalization
playback contexts.

DISCUSSION

Mice emit at least four categories of social vocalizations under
a variety of behavioral contexts—USVs and three categories of
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FIGURE 5 | Central ambulation decreased from no-sound control for all vocalization categories. For symbols, see Figure 4. Outlier data excluded from this analysis
(filled triangles and circles) were not from the same animal as in Figure 4. *Differs from no-sound control, p < 0.05.

lower frequency and mostly broadband vocalizations including
LFH calls, MFVs, and Noisy calls. This study asked a basic
question: do the different categories of social vocalizations
themselves differentially affect listeners, apart from the social
context and more complex acoustic sequences that occur
naturally? If so, this implies that the vocal categories themselves
have meaning. To assess these effects on the listeners, we
used three assays: corticosterone levels as a measure of
physiological stress, central ambulation as a measure of
anxiety, and vocal responses as a measure of the social
communication content of received vocal signals. There were
several general findings. First, playback of all four vocalization
categories increased corticosterone levels in females, but
only non-USV categories increased corticosterone in males.
The magnitude of corticosterone increase in non-USV trials
was greater in females than in males. Second, all four
vocalization categories decreased central ambulation, indicating
an increase in anxiety-related behavior. Finally, we found that
the proportions of USVs emitted by subjects, but not their
overall calling rates, were affected by playback of some vocal
categories. These results show that, even in the absence of
behavioral and acoustic contextual features, each vocal category
evokes physiological and behavioral responses in mice. The
results further suggest that at least some vocal categories
may have distinct communicative functions and that the

communicative function of some signals may be influenced by
the listener’s sex.

USV Playback
USVs are emitted in a variety of social interactions by both
sexes, but predominantly by males during mating (Moles et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2008; Grimsley et al., 2011; Lahvis et al.,
2011; Arriaga, 2014; Neunuebel et al., 2015; Heckman et al.,
2017; Sangiamo et al., 2020). We, therefore, hypothesized that
USV playback would evoke differential responses by males and
females. It is noteworthy that our USV stimuli are representative
of those emitted by males during low-intensity male-female
interactions, distinct in many features from USVs produced
near the time of copulation (Hanson and Hurley, 2012; Gaub
et al., 2016; Ghasemahmad et al., 2019). Nonetheless, we
found that playback of these bouts of USVs evoked stress
responses in females but not males. Other studies have also
observed sex-based effects of USV playback. For example,
Hammerschmidt et al. (2009) found that USVs evoke approach
behavior in females only, while Tsukano et al. (2015) reported
greater auditory cortical response amplitude to USVs in females
compared to males. Our results support previous suggestions
that USVs are emitted by males as a ‘‘courtship’’ signal (Wang
et al., 2008; Lahvis et al., 2011) and therefore, have differing
communicative value females and males. However, the increased
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FIGURE 6 | The total number of vocalizations emitted during the first 10 min after stimulus onset. There were no significant differences in vocalizations for trial type.
For symbols, see Figure 4.

anxiety-related measure in males supports the conclusion that
USVs have salience for both sexes.

Overall, the proportion of USVs emitted was not influenced
by USV playback in males or females, suggesting that in
the absence of non-auditory cues or more extended vocal
sequencing, USVs do not call for a particular vocal response from
the listener. With the addition of non-auditory cues and mating
behavior, however, both male and female vocalizations change
(Hanson and Hurley, 2012; Grimsley et al., 2013).

LFH Playback
In the relatively neutral behavioral context used here, we found
that LFH calls increased corticosterone levels and decreased
central ambulation in both sexes. This result is consistent with
a previous study by Chen et al. (2009) showing that playback
of LFH calls increased the heart rate of listening mice and
may serve as a ‘‘distress’’ signal. This category, when presented
in the absence of salient non-auditory cues, may function
as an ‘‘alarm call,’’ which warns the listener of impending
danger, such as a predator or a competitor, and evokes a
stress response to initiate the appropriate behavioral response
(Smith, 1965). However, both the salience and valence of the
LFH call depend on context. While the stress and behavioral
responses reported here and cited above suggests a negative
interpretation of the call by both male and female listeners,
it is substantially more aversive to male listeners when paired

with the visual and olfactory signals of cat fur (Grimsley et al.,
2013). Further, this pairing is also associated with changes
in basolateral amygdalar auditory responses like what occurs
during auditory fear conditioning (Grimsley et al., 2013). Beyond
salience, the valence of male listeners’ interpretations of the
LFH calls changes to attractive when paired with female urine
(Grimsley et al., 2013).

LFH playback increased USV emission in both male and
female listeners. USVs are emitted in a wide range of positive and
negative social interactions (see above) and this result suggests
that USVs are the ‘‘appropriate’’ communicative response to
LFHs, even in females. This is a puzzling result that should
be investigated further, for example, by examining whether this
response is modulated by non-auditory sensory cues.

MFV Playback
MFVs are emitted primarily during restraint, a situation that
increases both stress and anxiety in mice (Grimsley et al.,
2016). The response of mice to MFV playback similarly evokes
increased corticosterone levels and anxiety-related behavior in
both males and females. We conclude that this call has a clear
negative valence that is recognized by animals that have not
experienced the type of extended restraint that resulted in MFV
emission. Our findings are consistent with the suggestion by
Grimsley et al. (2016) that MFVs have functional similarities
to the rat 22 kHz call, which evokes stress in the listener
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FIGURE 7 | The proportion of emitted USVs changed in LFH and MFV playback trials. For symbols, see Figure 4. Outlier data excluded from this analysis (filled
triangles and circles) were not from the same animal as in Figures 4 or 5. *Differs from no-sound control, p < 0.05.

(Sadananda et al., 2008). MFVs may serve as an ‘‘alarm’’ call to
activate the listener’s hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal system in
preparation for impending danger. In this case, where the MFV
has a clearly negative valence, the observed increase in non-USV
vocalizations by the listener (mostly MFVs) seems to be the
appropriate communicative response to hearing MFV signals.

Although both LFH and MFV calls are associated with
a negative affective state, the differential effect of LFH and
MFV playback on emitted USV proportion strongly suggests
differential communication function. MFV calls appear to be
uniformly associated with a negative behavioral context in
vocalizing mice (Grimsley et al., 2016), elicit increased stress
and anxiety in both sexes (this study), and evoke increased
acetylcholine release in the basolateral amygdala that indicates
increased vigilance (Ghasemahmad et al., 2020). LFH calls, by
contrast, are produced in a variety of contexts and interpreted
by listeners based on other contextual cues, such as odor or their
occurrence in mating interactions.

Noisy Call Playback
Noisy vocalizations are mostly emitted by adult mice during
isolation, a situation that involves less physiological stress and
anxiety than that which occurs during restraint (Grimsley et al.,
2016). It is thus interesting that playback of Noisy calls similarly
increased measures of stress and anxiety in listening mice as did

the MFV calls. We are unable to explain this response in terms
of the ‘‘seeking’’ function proposed by Grimsley et al. (2011,
2016). Nonetheless, the vocal response to Noisy call playback
differs from either LFH or MFV playback, suggesting some
differences in communicative function. Further work is required
to understand the function of Noisy calls.

Experimental Measures
Stress and Anxiety
The greater magnitude of corticosterone response to
all vocalizations in females, relative to males, supports
previous findings that females show greater activation of
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis in response to stressors
(Kitay, 1961; Handa et al., 1994; Oyola and Handa, 2017).
We observed greater corticosterone in females for the control
trial as well. This may reflect previous findings that females
have greater baseline corticosterone levels than males (Kitay,
1961; Critchlow et al., 1963; Oyola and Handa, 2017), but is
unlikely to reflect a sex difference in the response to the open
field since animals were previously habituated to the arena.
Sex differences in corticosterone were unlikely to have resulted
from an interaction between sex and anesthesia and/or blood
draw, since the corticosterone response peaks approximately
30 min. after the onset of a stressor. Males showed a similar
corticosterone level in USV and control trials, suggesting that
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repeated exposure to the open-field arena, anesthesia, and/or
blood draw did not affect stress level.

Playback of all vocal categories resulted in changes in central
ambulation, suggesting increased anxiety-related behavior. This
increase generally corresponded to the increased stress measure
(corticosterone), but there were a few differences. Thus, there
was no sex difference in central ambulation for USVs, and there
was no sex difference in the overall size of effects resulting from
vocal playback.
Vocal Behavior
Previous research demonstrates that vocal behavior is a measure
of internal state (Knutson et al., 2002; Sisneros et al., 2004;
Burgdorf et al., 2008; Gadziola et al., 2012; Maney, 2013; Wöhr
and Schwarting, 2013; Grimsley et al., 2016). We observed no
correlation between USV emission and physiological stress level
(p > 0.05) or anxiety-related behavior (p > 0.05), suggesting
that there are different mechanisms underlying vocalization
production and locomotor and hormonal measures of anxiety
and stress. Future studies should investigate additional aspects
of vocal behavior, like syllable duration or the presence of
harmonics, as they relate to hormonal and behavioral measures
of stress and anxiety. It is important to note that the female
response to the vocalization categories was not affected by the
estrous stage, consistent with previous findings from a USV
playback study (Hammerschmidt et al., 2009).

We examined how both the calling rate and call type might
be useful in evaluating responses to each vocal signal. Although
calling rate, mainly USV rate, has been used to assess the impact
of arousal, development, and genetic or alterations (Scattoni
et al., 2009: Rotschafer et al., 2012; Gaub et al., 2016), we found
that vocal playback of any syllable category did not influence
overall calling rate; the rates were the same as in no-sound
controls. Instead, we observed that the proportion of emitted
non-USV syllables could vary in different directions for different
trial types. This indicates that assessment of the entire vocal
behavior, not just USV behavior, more effectively captures the
emotional affect or communication meaning of the played back
calls. Larger datasets are required to assess proportions within the
non-USV categories.

In humans as well as experimental animals, the response to
vocalizations and other auditory stimuli often goes beyond the
analysis of acoustic features. The upper levels of the auditory
system and non-auditory areas such as the amygdala assess the
significance or meaning, of the sound, which in turn provides
the basis for an emotional response to it (Wenstrup et al., 2020).
Future research should relate amygdalar and auditory cortical
activity to the observed hormonal and behavioral responses to
the four vocalization categories.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we found differential effects of USV, LFH, MFV,
and Noisy playback on the listener, and that the response to
USVs depends on sex. This work, combined with previous
assessments of the context-based production of vocal categories,
suggests differences in the communicative functions of mouse
vocalization categories. However, more work is needed to
understand these functions, especially for MFV and Noisy
categories. Further, these investigations of responses of healthy
mice to social vocalizations provide an essential foundation for
future studies that can assess how mouse models of autism and
related disorders misinterpret vocal meaning.
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